raising donations

for Mara, Janko and Milan Ivanić,
Moštanica near Petrinja

Help for earthquake
shaken Banija

On December 28th 2020, Croatia was hit by a
devastating earthquake of magnitude 5.3 on the
Richter scale with the epicenter near the city of
Petrinja. A day later, on December 29th, Petrinja was
hit by an even stronger earthquake of magnitude
6.3 on the Richter scale. The town of Petrinja
was destroyed, and a large number of houses in
Petrinja, Glina, Sisak and the surrounding area were
completely destroyed 35,000 damaged buildings
were reported, of which over 7,000 were assessed
as unusable and life-threatening. The biggest
tragedy is the 6 people who died in the earthquake on
December 29th 2020.
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Since then, the earth has been shaking several times a day, with earthquakes of magnitude from
1.5 to 5.0 on the Richter scale. From 28.12. to date, over 300 earthquakes, smaller and greater,
have been recorded in this area. In addition to the destruction of people’s homes and property,
the population of this area is under great psychological pressure and is dealing with the trauma
caused by earthquakes on a daily basis.

We are addressing you on behalf of the Ivanić family; Mare (1949), Janko (1941) and
their son Milan (1980) from the village of Moštanica near Petrinja.
We met Mara Ivanić in 2019 as part of a
field research of traditional music of Banija.
Recording Mrs. Mara, an excellent singer and
guardian of the vocal tradition of Banija, we
also met and became friends with her family.
Being personally and deeply touched by their
tragedy, and in the desire to help as directly
and concretely as possible, we are motivated
to organize this humanitarian action.
In the earthquakes in the area of Petrinja, the Ivanić
family’s house and an agricultural property with farm
buildings were destroyed. The house has been given a
red sticker, which means it is unusable, but also lifethreatening. The statement of the structural engineer
on the site reads: “The problem is that the walls have
separated from the slab (ceiling), and such a wall is no longer
stable. This house is
“earthquake-spent”
and it’s collapse is
certain in the upcoming
earthquakes that are
predicted within a year.
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Since the earthquake till recently, the Ivanić family lived with their neighbors in their summer
kitchen, and a few days ago they received a housing container of 5 x 2.5 m2, currently without
a sanitary node. Such a housing solution is not adequate for a longer period of time (especially
in winter, when temperatures fall below zero); there is no toilet or running water, the amount
of condensation in such a space in winter is extremely large, and the living space is too small for
three people.

For all residents of Banija, as well as the Ivanić
family, the length of stay in such alternative
accommodation is still uncertain. The thing is
that the beginning of the reconstruction of the
town of Petrinja and the destroyed villages is
planned for the summer of 2021 at the earliest,
but how long the reconstruction of Banija will
really last and when will the residents be able to
return to their homes is likewise unknown.
We are particularly concerned about the mental
and physical health of Mrs. Mare (72) and her son
Milan, who was at the time of the earthquake
on December 29th 2020 repairing the damage
to the roof caused by the earthquakes of the
previous day, and in so doing, suffered minor
head injuries, while father Janko is seriously ill
and is in intensive care at a hospital in Zagreb.
The family lives from agricultural activity which
is their only source of income.
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The consequences and trauma caused by
the earthquakes will certainly linger for a
long time, but what we can do together is
provide the Ivanić family with a decent and
safe living space while they wait for the
start of the renovation of their house. That
is why we decided on a
CAMPAIGN THAT AIMS TO RAISE FUNDS
TO BUY A MOBILE HOME.
The mobile home that would be obtained
with these funds consists of two separate
bedrooms, bathroom with a shower,
kitchen, living room; has running water,
electric heater and air conditioning.
The price of such used mobile home is
9,000 euros, the amount which is the goal
of this humanitarian action.

Help for earthquake
shaken Banija
You can deposit the desired amount on the account “Help for earthquake shaken
Banija“ of association “Ojkamine - platform dedicated to research of intangible
culture”.
Details for a deposit you can find here:
(*please fill in the correct model and call to number, because it determines the person
you are depositing money to )

for deposits from croatia:

for deposits from abroad:

iban / account number:
hr57 2340 0091 5111 16807

iban / account number:
hr57 2340 0091 5111 16807
swift: pbzghr2x

model: 00
call to number: 4552 6855 443

model: 00
call to number: 4552 6855 443

recipient:
Ojkamine - platforma za istraživanje
nematerijalne kulturne baštine

recipient:
Ojkamine - platforma za istraživanje
nematerijalne kulturne baštine

purpose of the payment:
“Pomoć potresenoj Baniji - za obitelj
Ivanić“

purpose of the payment:
“Help for earthquake shaken Banija for Ivanić family“

For all questions and information, we are at your disposal:
Barbara Majnarić
+385 98 919 6954
barbaramajnaric@gmail.com

Adriana Josipović
+385 98 218 189
adriana.josipovic@gmail.com

We truly and deeply thank you for your contribution and help.
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